3. Once your Units of One Rectangle is correct, you are ready to locate the points of the box. Always you will return to your Units of One position in holding your proportional tool (straight edge) to insure you are measuring from the same plane in space to locate the X/Y points. Use cross hairs and not dots or slants to mark your drawing paper.

Marks horizontal  —  Marks vertical  Creates a cross hair for the point:  —

On the box locate the Horizontal Unit of One. Mark on the straight edge the location of the bottom corner of the box closest to you.

Return to the drawing surface and locate the Horizontal Unit of One. Mark on your paper on the Units of One Rectangle where you have marked on your straight edge the bottom corner of the box closest to you.

Return to the box, locate your Horizontal Unit of One with your straight edge. Move the straight edge up, holding it in the same plane in space, and locate the furthest top back corner of the box. Mark on your straight edge.

Return to your drawing surface and hold your straight edge to locate the Horizontal Unit of One on your paper. Slide the straight edge up keeping in the same plane in space. Mark on the Units of One Rectangle where you have marked on your straight edge the top back corner of the box.